
Features
• Includes 54 pieces - everything you need for your own made-to-order pancake

• 1800W double countertop induction range for quick and easy cooking; flat griddle for
pancakes

• Food pans included for ingredient storage; freeze packs keep ingredients cold

• Premium stainless steel base offers an elegant, professional, and organized
presentation

• Great for buffets and catered events

Technical Data

Width 44 Inches

Depth 28 Inches

Height 7 1/2 Inches

Phase 1 Phase

Voltage 120 Volts

Wattage 1800 Watts

Application Pancakes

Burner Orientation Side by Side

Color Red
Silver

Installation Type Countertop

Number of Burners Burners
Double

Number of Pieces 54

Power Type Electric

Type Food Station Sets
Station Kits

Avantco 54-Piece Deluxe Induction Made-To-Order Pancake Station
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Notes & Details

Offer delicious and fresh pancakes with this Avantco deluxe induction made-to-order pancake station. This kit
includes 54 pieces to help you make your own pancake-creating station. Whether you make hearty pancakes with
apples and cinnamon or opt for the classic chocolate chip, this station is designed to give you an elegant,
professional, and organized presentation. This countertop range uses induction technology to generate heat with
no open flame. This means less ambient heat in your kitchen, fast heat-up times, and most importantly no open
flame or flammable fuels that could be a potential safety hazard. This kit includes everything you need to get started
right away and takes the hassle out of starting your made-to-order station!

A stainless steel base houses all the components of this kit. It includes (1) 1/3 size and (6) 1/6 size stainless steel
steam table pans for keeping ingredients on hand. Plus, (36) 15 oz. foam freeze packs are included to set beneath
each food pan and keep ingredients at the proper temperature. The pans settle into the base, supported by its
enclosed design. Ingredient spoons make it easy to scoop your patrons' favorite mix-ins while the ladles make it
easy to scoop batter and fruit sauces. 

This kit includes an induction cooktop with a 11" x 23" griddle. The griddle is perfectly flat and makes it easy to
make perfect, uniform pancakes. The included turner makes it easy to flip each pancake when it has been cooked
to perfection. Just grab your ingredients and get started - this pancake kit has all the components you need to begin
cooking delicious, made-to-order pancakes! 

Set Includes:
(1) double countertop induction range 
(1) 11" x 23" portable griddle 
(1) stainless steel base
(1) solid turner 
(1) 2 oz. stainless steel ladle
(1) 4 oz. stainless steel ladle
(1) 1/3 size, 6" deep stainless steel steam table pan
(5) black ingredient spoons
(6) 1/6 size, 6" deep stainless steel steam table pan
(36) 15 oz. foam freeze packs

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Bisphenol A (BPA) and Lead, which are known to the State of California to cause
cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov.

https://www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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